Unparalleled patterns of intussusception and rotavirus gastroenteritis hospitalization rates among children younger than six years in Italy.
No nationwide studies are available so far in Italy to analyze the annual trend of hospitalizations for intussusception (IS) comparing it with that of rotavirus gastroenteritis (GARV), therefore a survey was undertaken to assess the incidence rates of IS and GARV in children hospitalized between 2005 and 2014 in Italy. A retrospective observational study was conducted analyzing the Italian Hospital Discharge Database (HDD), including a study on all hospitalizations bearing a primary or secondary diagnoses coded as 560.0 along the decade 2005-2014. The trend and seasonality of hospitalizations rates (HRs) for IS were analyzed stratifying by gender and age groups. The statistical significance of temporal trend was determined using the analysis of the slope of the regression line. For the same period, data related to national hospitalizations for GARV (code 008.61 in any diagnosis) were analyzed for comparative purpose. A total of 6,074 hospitalizations for IS in children aged <6 years were recorded. A statistically significant increase of HRs was seen for male, female, 12-23 months and 24-71 months age groups. However, in children within the first year of life there was a downward trend. The analysis of the distribution of the HRs by months of hospitalization showed the absence of seasonality, in contrast to HRs for GARV. Our analysis confirmed the occurrence of the incidence peak of IS hospitalizations in children aged seven months. HRs decreased after the first year of life, replicating an age distribution that is also observed for other paediatric infectious diseases. Nevertheless, the total trend of HR was increasing. In Italy, IS HRs in the pre-vaccination era resulted in line with those described for other European countries, with an increasing trend and the annual slope of IS hospitalization turned out to unparallel the GARV HRs.